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Abstract. In this paper, a new coordinated control model is proposed based on the 
vehicular operational features, and a multi-objective optimization algorithm NSGA-II 
is employed to the model for the operation of the vehicle traveling on an urban arterial 
road taking three evaluation indexes into consideration as the average vehicle delay, 
the queue length, and the vehicle exhaust emission. A numerical experiment was 
made in an urban arterial road with three intersections on VISSIM for the proposed 
strategy, and the simulation results were compared with two commonly used pre-
timed methods: Webster’s method and MAXBAND coordinated control method to 
verify the effectiveness of the proposed strategy in dealing with the unbalanced traffic 
volume condition, and it is proved its advantages in designing and managing traffic 
systems more efficiently. 

Keywords: Multi-Objective Optimization, Coordinated Control, Urban Arterial 
Road, Vehicle Delay, Queue Length, Exhaust Emission. 

1 Introduction 

In the modern city, urban transportation is the basis for developing the urban econo-
my. In recent years, with the rapid development of social economy and urbanization, 
the transportation problems have been paid more and more attention to, for solving or 
alleviating the transportation problems to improve the urban transportation system [1]. 
While the more developed the city always means the more vehicles the city has. So, 
some serious traffic problems are presented, such as the traffic congestion and the 
environmental pollution. In this case, it is the most important work for the urban traf-
fic managers and researchers that how to solve the traffic congestion and environmen-
tal pollution due to the increasing number of vehicles. At first, all the transportation 
engineers focus on the improvement in the traffic infrastructure and the vehicle tech-
nology, which have no apparent effect on dealing with the traffic congestion and the 
environmental pollution. Then, it is required all the researchers have to find the other 



efficient way to solve such problems, for example, using the method of traffic man-
agement and control.  
With further research on the traffic management and control, it is clearly recognized 
that the traffic control strategy should be made to improve the traffic efficiency, 
throughput, and capacity, and diminish the vehicle delay and travel time [2]-[4]. And 
the indexes for evaluating the intersection operational efficiency always include aver-
age vehicle delay, stop times, queue length, traffic capacity, fuel consumption, ex-
haust emission, etc., all of which have been influenced directly by the signal timing at 
intersections [5]-[7]. So, only by making a proper signal timing plan, can the opera-
tional efficiency be increased, and the vehicle exhaust emission be reduced, which 
mean a more environmentally-friendly transportation system is constructed. 
In this paper, both the intersection operational efficiency and environmental benefit 
are taken into consideration, i.e., there are three operational features selected as the 
evaluation indexes employed comprehensively to optimize the intersection signal 
timing in this research, which are the average vehicle delay, queue length, and vehicle 
exhaust emission. But, it is bothersome that there exist some certain relations among 
these evaluation indexes, some of which even are contradictory. So, to handle such a 
contradiction, it is necessary to settle it as a multi-objective optimization problem, 
which means, in this study, the modeling and simulation of signal timing at intersec-
tions based on multi-objective optimization theory are researched. In this paper, a new 
delay model is proposed, which divides the vehicle delay into two parts: inbound and 
outbound, by which the problem of the coordinated control for the unbalanced traffic 
volume on each way of the urban arterial road is easy to be handled. And a multi-
objective optimization tool NSGA-II is used to solve such a problem and figure out 
the optimal signal timing. It is desirable to apply the coordinated control method on 
the urban artery to decrease the average vehicle delay, queue length, and vehicle ex-
haust emission by constructing a multi-objective optimization model. 
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, some necessary 
background knowledge is introduced. In Section 3, the multi-objective optimization 
model is constructed. Then, the numerical experiments of optimizing the arterial road 
signal coordinated control based on Webster’s method, MAXBAND model, and the 
proposed model are carried out on MATLAB for an arterial roadway with three-
intersection, respectively, in Section 4, the optimal results are applied on VISSIM for 
simulation with analysis and discussion. The conclusions are drawn in Section 5. 

2 Background Knowledge 

2.1 Multi-Objective Optimization Problem  

As the name suggests, multi-objective optimization means optimizing multiple objec-
tives simultaneously [8]. But, the challenge is when the objectives are of contradiction 
to each other, i.e., the optimal solution of one of the objective functions is different 
from that of the other. In multi-objective optimization problems, the objective func-
tions are to be either minimized or maximized. As in a single-objective optimization 
problem, the multi-objective optimization problem may involve a number of con-



straints, which any feasible solution must satisfy. According to the optimization theo-
ry, the objective which is maximized can be transformed into that which is mini-
mized, so, in this paper, we state the multi-objective optimization problem in its gen-
eral form as: 

         血陳岫姉岻┸ 兼 噺 な┸に┸┼ ┸ 警┹          訣珍岫姉岻 半 ど┸ 倹 噺 な┸に┸┼ ┸ 蛍┹月賃岫姉岻 噺 ど┸ 倦 噺 な┸に┸┼ ┸ 計┹捲沈岫挑岻 判 捲沈 判 捲沈岫腸岻 件 噺 な┸に┸ ┼ ┸ 券 近衿謹
衿襟                           岫な岻 

where 姉 樺 三津  is a solution vector of 券  decision variables, written as 姉 噺岫捲怠 ┸ 捲態 ┸ ┼ ┸ 捲津岻脹; 血陳岫姉岻 is the 兼th objective function; 訣珍岫姉岻, and 月賃岫姉岻 mean the 倹th 

inequality constraint and the 倦th equality constraint, respectively; 捲沈岫挑岻, and 捲沈岫腸岻 rep-
resent the lower bound and the upper bound of the variable 捲沈, respectively. 

2.2 Non-Dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm: NSGA-II  

The traditional multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) have some defi-
ciencies as they use non-dominated sorting and sharing have been criticized primarily 
for them: 1) the high-cost computational complexity 頚岫警軽戴岻; 2) the non-elitism 
approach; and 3) the requirement for specifying a sharing parameter. So, in 2002, an 
improved multi-objective genetic algorithm NSGA-II is presented, which is a non-
dominated sorting-based MOEA, alleviating all the three principal difficulties [9]. 
And the simulation results on some complex test problems show that the proposed 
NSGA-II is able to find a much better spread of solutions and better convergence near 
the true Pareto-optimal front compared to other elitist MOEAs in most cases. In the 
field of traffic engineering, up to now, there are many researchers employing the 
NSGA-II or its improved versions for optimizing the traffic signal timing plan at ur-
ban intersections [10]-[11].  

2.3 Selection of the Evaluation Indexes 

In this paper, three evaluation indexes are taken into consideration: the average vehi-
cle delay, queue length, and vehicle exhaust emission. For the urban arterial road 
signal coordinated control, there exist some conditions that if the artery satisfies to 
these conditions, employing the signal coordinated control will improve the overall 
operational efficiency; but if not, employing the coordinated control strategy arbitrari-
ly will get an opposite result. There is much research work which shows that the sig-
nal coordinated control is preferred to be set on a one-way road in undersaturated 
conditions. 

Average Vehicle Delay Model. According to the conditions, a new vehicle delay 
model is proposed. This new model has two parts: inbound delay and outbound delay, 
which are different from the delay model employed on the existing previous research-



es. Through the proposed delay model, the coordinated control of the urban arterial 
road that has unbalanced traffic volume on each way can be accomplished. And the 
outbound delay model is expressed as: 穴岫沈袋怠岻鳥 噺 ど┻の建追圏鳥岫建鳥 髪 建追岻 噺 建追態圏鳥憲に岫憲 伐 圏鳥岻                           岫に岻 穴旺岫沈袋怠岻鳥 噺 ど┻の建勅鳥圏鳥岫建鳥 髪 建勅鳥岻 噺 建勅鳥態 圏鳥憲に岫憲 伐 圏鳥岻                        岫ぬ岻 経鳥 噺 布岷糠沈穴沈鳥 髪 岫な 伐 糠沈岻穴嫗沈鳥峅津

沈退態                                     岫ね岻 
where 穴岫沈袋怠岻鳥 is the delay of vehicles when arriving at red at the 岫件 髪 な岻th intersec-
tion, and 穴旺岫沈袋怠岻鳥 is the delay of vehicles when arriving after red at the 岫件 髪 な岻th in-
tersection; 建追 ┸ 建鳥 represent the red time in a cycle, and the outbound evanescing time, 
respectively; 憲 is the maximum traffic capacity of the intersection during green; 圏鳥 is 

the outbound traffic volume; 建勅鳥 is given as 建勅鳥 噺 砿沈┸沈袋怠 伐 峙 鎮日塚匂峩 岫    劇岻; and 糠沈 is a 

Boolean function. 
The inbound delay model is expressed as: 穴沈通 噺 ど┻の建追圏通岫建通 髪 建追岻 噺 建追態圏通憲に岫憲 伐 圏通岻                                           岫の岻 穴嫗沈通 噺 ど┻の建勅鳥圏通岫建通 髪 建勅鳥岻 噺 建勅鳥態 圏通憲に岫憲 伐 圏通岻                                     岫は岻 経通 噺 布岷紅沈穴沈通 髪 岫な 伐 紅沈岻穴旺沈通峅津

沈退態                                                  岫ば岻 
where 穴沈通 is the delay of vehicles when arriving at red at the 件th intersection, and 穴嫗沈通 
is the delay of vehicles when arriving after red at the 件th intersection; 圏通 and 建通 are 
the inbound traffic volume and the inbound evanescing time, respectively; 建勅鳥 is giv-

en as 建勅鳥 噺 劇 伐 砿沈┸沈袋怠 伐 峙 鎮日塚祢峩 岫    劇岻; and 紅沈 is a Boolean function. 

Then, the integrated vehicle delay at all intersections in all directions is expressed as: 経 噺 経通 髪 経鳥噺 布岷紅沈穴沈通 髪 岫な 伐 紅沈岻穴旺沈通峅津
沈退態 髪 布岷糠沈穴沈鳥 髪 岫な 伐 糠沈岻穴旺沈鳥峅津

沈退態嫌┻ 建┻ ど 判 砿沈┸沈袋怠 判 劇                岫ぱ岻 
Queue Length Model. As the intersection is in an undersaturated condition, the 
queue length during the 券th cycle can be expressed as: 

健津 噺    岷伐 ねぬ紐膏系圏鎚 抜 な伐 捲捲 峅に岫な 伐 捲岻 髪 圏津系岫な 伐 膏岻                                  岫ひ岻 



where 膏 is the green split; 系 means the cycle length;  圏鎚 is the saturated vehicle flow 
rate; 捲 represents the degree of saturation; 圏津 represents the vehicle arrival rate in the 券th cycle. 

Vehicle Exhaust Emission Model.  継 噺 布範継繋牒寵腸 抜 圏珍 抜 盤詣珍 伐 健珍匪飯珍 髪 なぬはどど布盤継繋荊牒寵腸 抜 圏珍 抜 経珍匪珍          岫など岻 
where 継 is the total quantity of the exhaust emissions; 継繋牒寵腸 represents the emission 
factor; 継繋荊牒寵腸 is the idling emission factor; 圏珍 means the traffic flow volume on the 倹th segment of the roadway; 詣珍 and 健珍 represent the length of the 倹th segment and of 
the queue on the 倹th segment, respectively; and 経珍 is the average vehicle delay at the 
intersection. 

According to the above, a general expression of the multi-objective signal coordinated 
control for the arterial road can be written as:    岫経┸ 健津┸ 継岻                                                                         岫なな岻 
3 Modelling the Multi-Objective Optimization Problem on the 

Urban Arterial Roadway 

The basic consideration of the arterial road coordinated control is that regarding all 
the intersections on the artery as an integrated system, every two adjacent intersec-
tions have a spatio-temporal relationship admitting that as the first vehicle of a pla-
toon just arrives at the downstream signal and the light turns green, i.e., the platoon 
can pass through the arterial roadway without stop. And in doing so, it can be guaran-
teed that the vehicle running on the arterial road is able to maintain a best high speed 
during its travel, and the platoon can pass through intersections freely as much as 
possible. This approach improves the operational efficiency of the whole traffic sys-
tem. 

3.1 Some Main Parameters for Describing the Arterial Traffic Coordinated 
Control 

It is required all the signal intersections on the arterial road should have a critical 
cycle (always select the maximum cycle length among all intersections as the critical 
cycle) to make the signal coordinated control among the intersections easier. Split is 
calculated based on the intersection phasing and expected demand, so it is a portion of 
time allocated to each phase at an intersection. And in traditional coordination logic, 
the split for the non-coordinated phases defines the minimum amount of green in the 
coordinated phases. In the research on the arterial traffic coordinated control, all the 
intersections employ a critical cycle, but apply different splits due to the different 



traffic operational conditions. Offset is a very important control parameter in the 
green-wave coordinated control. This term defines the time relationship between co-
ordinated phases at subsequent traffic signals, and is the time difference between the 
beginning of green phases for a continuous traffic movement at successive intersec-
tions that may give rise to a green wave along the arterial road.  

3.2 Webster’s Arterial Traffic Coordinated Control Model 

The Webster coordinated control model is one kind of pre-timing models, which 
mean all the intersections on the arterial road have a same pre-determined cycle 
length as the critical cycle. And in the Webster model, the critical cycle is the maxi-
mum cycle length among all the cycle lengths of intersections, obtained by the Web-
ster’s optimal cycle length method. The formula for measuring the optimal cycle 
length of each intersection is expressed as: 系墜 噺 な┻の詣 髪 のな 伐 桁                                                          岫なに岻 
where  系墜 means the optimal cycle length; 詣 is the total loss time at the intersection, 
given as 詣 噺 デ岫健 髪 荊 伐 畦岻, 健 being the start loss and always being set as equal to 3 
seconds, 荊 being the green interval set as equal to 7 seconds, and 畦 being the amber 
time set as equal to 3 seconds; and 桁 is the sum of the maximum flow rate in each 
phase, given as 桁 噺 デ   岷検怠┸ 検態 ┸ ┼ 峅. 
Then, select a proper offset, which defines the time relationship between coordinated 
phases at subsequent traffic signals, and is the time difference between the beginning 
of green phases for a continuous traffic movement at successive intersections that 
may give rise to a green wave along the arterial road. For a two-way coordinated con-
trol, the offset is expressed as: つ喧 噺     磐劇系頂卑                                                   岫なぬ岻 
where つ喧 represents the offset between the adjacent intersections; 劇 means the aver-
age travel time along the section between the two adjacent intersections; and 系頂 is the 
critical cycle length. 

3.3 An Improved MAXBAND Arterial Traffic Coordinated Control Model 

The MAXBAND model is proposed by Little to maximize the width of the green 
wave [11]. Give names to the 券  intersections along the arterial road, such as 荊怠 ┸ 荊態┸ ┼ ┸ 荊津, and assume the direction that from 荊怠 to 荊津 is outbound, and the opposite 
direction is the inbound (seen Fig. 1 as a detail). 
The expression of MAXBAND model is shown as: 



傑態 噺     岫決 髪 決博 伐 計牒弁計眺決 伐 決博弁岻嫌┻ 建┻ 拳沈 髪 決嫗 判 な 伐 堅沈 ┸ 拳拍沈 髪 決博嫗 判 な 伐 堅違沈 件 噺 な┸に┸┼ ┸ 券拳沈 髪拳拍沈 伐 岫拳沈袋怠 髪拳拍沈袋怠岻 髪 建岫沈┸沈袋怠岻 髪 建違岫沈┸沈袋怠岻髪ッ沈 伐 ッ沈貸怠噺 伐ど┻の岫堅沈 髪 堅違沈岻 髪 ど┻の岫堅沈袋怠 髪 堅違沈袋怠岻髪兼岫沈┸沈袋怠岻 件 噺 な┸に┸┼ ┸ 岫券 伐 な岻兼岫沈┸沈袋怠岻 樺 燦 件 噺 な┸に┸┼ ┸ 岫券 伐 な岻拳沈 ┸ 拳拍沈 半 ど 件 噺 な┸に┸┼ ┸ 券決 噺 綱岫決嫗岻決嫗 ┸ 決博 噺 綱盤決博嫗匪決博嫗
   岫なね岻 

where 決岫決博岻 means the ratio of the outbound (inbound) bandwidth to the critical cycle; 計牒 is an influencing factor for distributing the green-wave bandwidth of inbound and 
outbound; 計眺  is a proportionality coefficient of the demand of the inbound and the 
outbound bandwidths; 堅沈岫堅違沈岻 means the ratio of the outbound (inbound) red time to the 
critical cycle at 荊沈; 拳沈岫拳拍沈岻 represents the ratio of the time from the right (left) side of 
red to the left (right) edge of outbound (inbound) green band to the critical cycle at 荊沈; 建岫朕┸沈岻岫建違岫朕┸沈岻岻 represents the ratio of the travel time from 荊朕 to 荊沈 outbound (荊沈 to 荊朕 in-
bound) to the critical cycle; 決旺岫決博旺岻 represents an intermediate variable; つ沈 is the ratio 
of the time from the center of 堅違沈  to the nearest center of 堅沈  to the critical cycle,; 兼岫沈┸沈袋怠岻 is the loop integer in recognition of the more general case of networks, given 
as 兼岫沈┸沈袋怠岻 噺 も岫沈┸沈袋怠岻 髪も拍 岫沈┸沈袋怠岻 髪 つ沈 伐 つ沈袋怠, も岫朕┸沈岻岫も拍 岫朕┸沈岻岻 being the ratio of the time 
from the center of an outbound (inbound) red at 荊朕 to the center of a particular out-
bound (inbound) red at 荊沈 to the critical cycle; and 綱岫捲岻 is a step function. 

3.4 The Operational-Feature Based Urban Arterial Traffic Coordinated 
Control Model 

The original method for optimizing the arterial traffic signal is the maximum green 
wave band method that only takes the vehicles on the major road into account and 
ignores the traffic operational condition on the minor road, i.e., this method just guar-
antees the maximization of the green wave bandwidth on the major road, which will 
induce the average vehicle delay on the minor road being increasing. So, in this paper, 
a new optimization model is expressed as: 

菌衿芹
衿緊繋怠 噺     岫布穴怠沈津

沈退怠 ┸布健怠沈津
沈退怠 ┸布結怠沈津

沈退怠 岻
繋態 噺     岫布穴態沈津

沈退怠 ┸布健態沈津
沈退怠 ┸布 結態沈津

沈退怠 岻 
嫌┻ 建┻ 畔訣沈珍 鱈辿樽 判 訣沈珍 判 訣沈珍 鱈叩淡系沈 鱈辿樽 判 系沈 判 系沈 鱈叩淡捲沈 鱈辿樽 判 捲沈 判 捲沈 鱈叩淡砿沈┸沈袋怠 鱈辿樽 判 砿沈┸沈袋怠 判 砿沈┸沈袋怠 鱈叩淡

 
                                    岫なの岻 



where 繋怠岫繋態岻 means the multi-objective optimization function in the inbound (out-
bound) direction; 穴怠沈岫穴態沈岻 is the average vehicle delay at 荊沈 in the inbound (outbound) 
direction; 健怠沈岫健態沈岻 represents the vehicle queue length at 荊沈 in the inbound (outbound) 
direction; 結怠沈岫結態沈岻 is the quantity of the vehicle exhaust emissions at 荊沈 in the inbound 
(outbound) direction; 系沈 is the cycle length at 荊沈; 系沈 鱈辿樽 and 系沈 鱈叩淡 represent the lower 
bound and the upper bound of the cycle length at 荊沈 , respectively; 訣沈珍  is effective 
green time at 荊沈 in the 倹th phase; 訣沈珍 鱈辿樽 and 訣沈珍 鱈叩淡 are the lower bound and the upper 
bound of the effective green time at 荊沈 in the 倹th phase, respectively; 捲沈 is the degree 
of saturation at 荊沈; 砿沈┸沈袋怠 is the phase difference between 荊沈 and 荊沈袋怠 ;  砿沈┸沈袋怠 鱈辿樽 and 砿沈┸沈袋怠 鱈叩淡 are the lower bound and the upper bound of the phase difference between 荊沈 
and 荊沈袋怠 , respectively; and 捲沈 鱈辿樽  and 捲沈 鱈叩淡  mean the lower bound and the upper 
bound of the degree of saturation at 荊沈, respectively. In this paper, 捲沈 鱈辿樽 and 捲沈 鱈叩淡 are 
equal to 0.7 and 0.9, respectively. 

4 Numerical Experiment 

Assume there is a three-intersection artery with a no-left-turn two-way six-lane major 
road (east-west) and a two-way four-lane minor road (south-north). And the major 
road has a right turn lane in each direction at each intersection. At each intersection, 
the signal is set with three phases. The experimental arterial road and the correspond-
ing signal phases are shown in Fig. 1. The traffic data of each approach at each inter-
section is listed in Table 1.  

1 2 3

400m 400m

N

E

Outbound

Inbound

 

Fig. 1. The diagram of the arterial road and the signal phases. 

According to the cycle length at each intersection, some basic traffic parameters can 
be determined: the critical cycle is 179s; the initial phase differences are 砿怠┸態 噺 のど嫌, 
and 砿態┸戴 噺 ねど嫌. The optimal signal timing results with 10 successive cycles of three 
mentioned models via MATLAB are obtained and listed in Table 2. And the results 
are carried on the microscopic traffic simulation software VISSIM, and the simulation 
values of evaluation indexes (average vehicle delay, queue length, and vehicle ex-
haust emission) of the three models are shown in Fig. 2.  



Table 1. The experimental traffic data of each approach. 

Intersection Phase1 Phase2 Phase3 

Intersection1 
Saturation flow (veh/h) 6660 6660 2160 

Flow ratio 0.259 0.282 0.164 

Intersection2 
Saturation flow(veh/h) 6660 6660 2160 

Flow ratio 0.294 0.269 0.199 

Intersection3 
Saturation flow(veh/h) 6660 6660 2160 

Flow ratio 0.313 0.301 0.183 

Table 2. The results via MATLAB with three models. 

Webster’s coordinated control Original coordinated control 
(砿怠┸態 噺 にひ嫌, 砿態┸戴 噺 にぱ嫌) Proposed optimization model 

(砿怠┸態 噺 にど嫌, 砿態┸戴 噺 なに嫌) 
Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 

72s 68s 38s 59s 60s 24s 38s 38s 23s 

cycle length=179s cycle length=155s cycle length=112s 

 

   

(a) The comparison of average 
vehicle delay on the whole artery 

calculated by three models 

(b) The comparison of queue 
length calculated by three models 

(c) The comparison of vehicle 
exhaust emission calculated by 

three models 

Fig. 2. The diagram of comparison of the evaluation indexes via three control models. 

From Table 2 and Fig. 2, it is obviously known that: (1) the general cycle-by-cycle 
trends obtained by three control models are similar approximately, and the Webster 
model has high average vehicle delay, queue length and exhaust emission, because it 
does not use the idea of the coordinated control method, while by employing the idea 
of coordination, the MAXBAND model plays a good performance that, in each cycle, 
in general, the values of three evaluation indexes all are lower compared with those 
obtained by Webster’s method; (2) as the model proposed in this paper is used to 
solve this problem, one can get more perfect results, which are significantly lower 
than those calculated by the other two pre-timed methods; (3) the average vehicle 
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delay obtained by the proposed model declined by an average of 28.6% with respect 
to Webster’s method, and 21.8% with respect to the MAXBAND model, and the 
queue length computed by the proposed model decreased by an average of 16.4% 
with respect to the Webster method, and 11.6% with respect to the MAXBAND mod-
el, and a laudable thing is the vehicle exhaust emission calculated by the proposed 
model dropped by an average of 44.5% with respect to the Webster method, and 
34.1% with respect to the MAXBAND model, which is more environmentally friend-
ly. 

5 Conclusions 

In this paper, some work has been done. First, an introduction of some basic 
knowledge is presented as the base of the whole research work in this paper. Then, the 
multi-objective optimization problem a three-intersection arterial road in an urban 
area has been discussed adequately, and some key parameters of it are suggested, 
including the critical cycle, green split, and offset. Thereafter, the parameter offset has 
been discussed further that divide the offset into two parts: one-way offset, and two-
way offset. And, a commonly used coordinated control model MAXBAND is intr o-
duced. After this, a new model an operational-feature based coordinated control mod-
el for the arterial roadway is proposed in this paper, and in this model, three vehicular 
operational features are selected as the evaluation indexes: the average vehicle delay, 
the queue length, and the vehicle exhaust emission. Additionally, this new proposed 
model separates the average vehicle delay into two segments: inbound vehicle delay, 
and outbound vehicle delay, by which, the problem that the coordinated control for 
the unbalanced traffic volume on each way of the arterial road can be solved perfectly 
to make the operational efficiency of the whole traffic system optimal. Then, a numer-
ical experiment is suggested, in this experiment, the signal phase has three parts, by 
which the minor road and the major road are both taken into consideration that the 
traditional models did not. And in the simulation experiment, firstly, three models: 
Webster’s model, improved MAXBAND model, and proposed model (solved by a 
multi-objective optimization tool NSGA-II), are employed on MATLAB to output the 
corresponding optimal results; secondly, the obtained results are put in a traffic simu-
lation software VISSIM. From the resulting simulation, it is clearly known that the 
proposed model can solve the coordinated control problem better than the other two 
previous models, especially, the proposed model has a strong ability to decrease the 
vehicle exhaust emission, which is becoming an important goal in the management 
and control of the modern intelligent transportation system. From this paper, the 
transportation engineers and professionals will get a preferable tool for managing the 
traffic system. 
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